Have you ever wanted to be on the cutting edge of technology? Do you find yourself wondering what the next big thing is in IT? Do you want in on the ground level of a successful and growing consumer-facing application?

If so, this may be just the opportunity for you! Tencap Tennis is currently seeking a Junior Web Developer to join our growing team in Kansas City, Missouri.

**Job Description**

The Junior Web Developer is responsible for developing and maintaining the user interface components of ASP.NET Web Forms applications that power TencapTennis.com and a suite of racquets sport websites.

This is an intermediate position that requires a clear understanding of ASP.NET Web Forms, demonstrable experience with modern web UI technologies such as jQuery and JavaScript, mastery of HTML design and layout, and experience building well-designed websites using these technologies.

The Junior Web Developer reports directly to the CTO and will work with Senior Web Developers to design and implement website enhancements designed to improve the number of users on the platform, increase the percentage of users who are actively engaged on a weekly basis, and improve the ways that users interact with the website.

**Skills & Experience**

Eligible candidates will:

- A min of 2 years of Web development exposure to using the Microsoft.NET platform
- Have two or more demonstrable examples of websites that they have been responsible for developing and maintaining the user interface
- Have a background that skews toward the UI aspects of web development – HTML and CSS implementation, JavaScript and jQuery interaction design, graphic design, and web forms layout for usability and aesthetic balance.

Every candidate should possess at least 4 of the following:

- Experience developing and maintaining visually impressive websites
- Familiarity with the Microsoft.NET frameworks and/or development environments and a desire to learn more on the job
- A highly-focused attention to detail
- Experience designing interactive user interfaces using JQuery
- Experience integrating web applications with social media platforms such as Facebook and LinkedIn
• A desire to learn something new every day
• Demonstrated creative experience in developing and maintaining modern websites

Winning candidates will:

• Enjoy working in a fast-paced environment
• Be highly motivated and able to work effectively with moderate supervision
• Enjoy critical problem solving
• Have a good sense of humor and tolerance for office antics

Bonus points for candidates who:

• Have a passion for tennis (or racquetball, squash, paddle tennis, or table tennis) – Tencap is all about racquet sports and your experience as a participant will jumpstart your understanding of how our technologies help players and organizers.
• Enjoy working independently and with other development staff to solve real world problems.
• Have more extensive experience with Microsoft development environments
• are familiar with database integration and have a grasp of Microsoft TSQL

Location

This position is an on-site development position at our corporate headquarters in Kansas City’s historic River Market district. We are not offering relocation or sponsorship at this time. Kansas City is quickly becoming a hot bed for technology thanks to being the first community to receive Google Fiber’s high speed internet.

Compensation

Compensation for this position is commensurate with experience and market competitive. Please include your salary history and requirements when submitting your application.

To Apply

To apply, please submit a statement of interest for the Junior Web Developer position, along with your resume, salary history, and salary requirements by email to hire.me@tencaptennis.com.
About the Company:

Tencap Tennis is a company that believes people have more fun when they feel a part of a community. We believe bringing racquet sports communities together across the globe will not only be good for the sports but the players as well.

Tencap leverages technology to help players find compatible partners, easily register for events in their communities, and earn and maintain an accurate and dynamic skill-based rating in their racquet sport(s) of choice.

We help organizers engage players in their community, streamline event administration and execution, and improve the way they communicate with their participants. We do all this using while providing the industry’s best free social networking platform -- built to connect compatible players and making it easier to play the sports they love.

We happen to be an event based social network going beyond match.com, and meetup.com to provide the tools that are specific to racquet sports to start, maintain and grow, racquet sports communities through the use of events.

*Featured clients include Life Time Fitness, Virgin Active Health Clubs (England), The Aristocrat Motors League (in our hometown, Kansas City), and hundreds of clubs, leagues and organizations throughout most of the lower 48 United States.*